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Walker PTO Meeting Agenda
Wednesday, October 14, 2015

AGENDA ITEMS
• 7:00pm - Welcome (Dyan Ruth)
• 7:05pm - Auction - Saturday, October 24, 2015 (Lauren Walsh)
• 7:10pm - MRC Volunteers (Jen Beringer)
• 7:15pm - School Year in Review (Eric Chisausky)
• 7:45pm - CHAMPS Program (Eric Chisausky)
• 7:55pm - P.T.O. Budget Review (Jason Elk)
• 8:20pm - Questions

Dyan Ruth 
Welcome Parents & Executive Board!
There will be (3) more of these meetings. The next two are February and May. 2/10 and 5/18.

The presidents have designed these as a forum for parents to know what is happening at 
Walker School and what is happening with the P.T.O.

We have a full agenda tonight! One of the first P.T.O. agenda items is the Walker P.T.O. auction.

Lauren Walsh 
• Auction Update - She wanted to give a little plug on auction! It’s October 24th and people 

preferred Fall to Spring. There are two big reasons we held the auction this fall instead of the 
Spring. The 5th grade parents are still very engaged and we could/can use the money we 
raise in the same school year!  Example: the Orange Ruler race of last year funded the 
iPads.

• Smartphone Technology with smart phones and iPads. You can bid on everything but the live 
auction.

• We have a wonderful trips offering a 1-week away, parking spot, and double flag pole for your 
college flag during football season.

• We will be able to send everyone the link and you can begin to bid on packages.
• We are asking everyone to donate a bottle of wine at a rating of 91 or above.
• There is a cooler on Amy’s porch with the sign.
• The event is 7:30-11:30pm, is dressy casual, and can be cocktail attire.
• The outfit is casual and fun, we have “UNDERWATER PEOPLE” again!

Jen Backus
• The MRC is offering one-slot and work your two hours and be done for the rest of the school 

year. 
We want to make sure people know this, and this is one of the few opportunities you can 
come in and interact with students. You can look and find out within the actual sign-up and see 
when your son or daughters’ classes come into the MRC.

• Walker PTO.com website, MRC Volunteers can look here. You just look for your child’s class 
and look for the open spots for when you can volunteer and sign-up!

http://PTO.com
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Principal Eric Chisausky 

Welcome!

Walker School - First 6 Weeks of School in Review
It’s great to see so many people around!  We are thinking about fundraising and communication.
It serves us well to listen to people and be responsive.
Fall Assessment Window, MAP reports were sent home last week.
*There is the possibility there won’t be a Winter Map Assessment. We try to look at that data 
and use it. 
*The PARCC assessment is the new common language. The PARCC is grades 3-5 and two 
times a year.  We have yet to receive the results from the PARCC testing last year. 
*Six weeks in, we begin the benchmarking process.
*Melissa Capezzi is P.S.A. and she has been terrific in helping us guide the students.
*We are continuing to measure growth, confidence and success!

Benchmarking and RTI Process 

• Monday Staff Meetings - These meeting occur with our staff (3) times a month.
• The topics discussed are at a district level and school level.
• Last week, was walk to school day! It was a huge success.
• School improvement focus meeting will be reviewed and strategic planning medium for our 

ultimate goals. We also will look at support.
• We have monthly staff committee meetings: Building Leadership, 10 Year Celebration, and 

Garden Committee.
• Walker School is 150 years old by school name and original site, and the newer building is 

now 10 years old! We will be celebrating the 10-year anniversary in January!
• Garden Committee oversees the “Living Wall”. The Richmond community garden is going to 

be community garden project. Small gardening projects that tie back into our curriculum.
• Additionally, Tanya and Tracey Head were working on a grant for a live garden wall.  We are 

looking at ideal space. It was suggested that the retention wall behind the spider web? We 
submitted a proposal to Whole Foods.  There will be two more shopping days from Whole 
Foods.  We are in the early planning stages.

School Improvement - There are benchmark meetings for students that are struggling - we 
might have a target review meeting.  If after, we move to an individual problem solving meeting. 
If the child needs an IEP that is through a legalized process or performing a case-study.

• We allowed for more time, 1/2 day sub for each teacher team.  They can interpret the data 
and enlist the specialists.  These roles are all involved to helps support the students.

• Tomorrow and Friday, our teachers are receiving more training on the Math in Focus. The kids 
will have subs.

• Dr. White and Dr .Schneider are going to look building by building by building. The balanced 
literacy model was developed a few years ago.  This is a 3-5 year commitment, to fine-tune 
school improvement.  This is my 3rd year as the principal at Walker and things are 
progressing nicely.
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English/Language Arts
-Focus on Word Study
-Integrate Writing Across all content areas 
-Teachers will identify instructional reading levels of students through informal and formal 
assessments. 
-Focus on Small Group Instruction
-Targeted Reading Levels

Math
• We are working on implementing the new materials of Math In Focus, implementing the new 

materials.
• We need to ensure the lessons are aligned with CCSS, (Common Core State Standards).
• It’s going to be exciting to see how the training goes this week and gets implemented.
• We are offering hands-on opportunities with Math.

We have yearly READING GOALS, MATH GOALS & SELAS GOALS.

• Student Leadership Team has been a new strong program within Walker School.
• We have been working to initiate the program and this year. In it’s second year, we are going 

to grow it and fine-tune it.
• The common language of SELAS is getting accomplished through the CHAMPS program.
• The communication “give me zero” means to get students to quiet down to nothing, no sound.
• We are working with a quiet gesture, like CHAMPS.
• This is to maintain a safe and positive environment.

CHAMPS Defined…
C- Conversation What Voice Level?
H- Help - How do you get help?
A - Activity - What activity will you be completing?
M- Movement - Can you get out of your seat?
P - Participation - What behaviors show that you are participating?
S - Success

We are evaluating if this is working, this is a language and gesture and is it working?

Home to School Communication 
From the Desk of the Principal
Located on the P.T.O. website

SELAS
August: Community
September: Learning
October: Friendship
November: Unique
December: Compassion

We hope to encourage dialogue.

We are tying the above into the FISH philosophy.
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• Carol Dweck on “Praising Your Children”
• What are things we can do from a district level and a school.
• Smaller class sizes offer better relationships.
• Growth versus a fixed mind-set.
• If you want your child to work hard, and you want to re-enforce their work over the 

achievement.
• If your child comes home with a good grade, or pitches a great game.
• Re-enforce, their work and their motivation.
• Kids should be focused more on the work versus the achievement are more successful in life.
• Re-enforce the work more than the achievement.
• What kind of feedback did you get from your teacher today?
• Example is: Jimmy’s at a level N versus a Level Z? How does that make you feel, Jimmy? 

What do you have to do get to level Z. I want to encourage asking the right questions to get 
the right answers.

Jason Elk 
• Treasurer’s Report
• It’s important to be transparent.
• We want to raise more money and spend funds on the right things.
• Risk could be, from year to year, not looking at the full-picture.
• You can see year after year, we could say, do we really want to allocate their money this way.
• Tactically, this is all brand new to us.
• Seeing all the things that happened behind the scenes.
• The $21,000 was cashed for the iPads.
• We collected all P.T.O. fees, paid insurance, sales tax and filed taxes.
• The room parents received their checks.
• The square and pay pal have been set-up for auction.
• This is a great experience and great school.
• There is a lot of stuff that doesn’t happen without P.T.O.
• We fundraise $42,000 each year that goes right back into the school.
• I have presented the new budget and it has a new format, to learn what needs to be done in 

2015-2016.
• The budgeting process next year, will include more discussion on the discretionary items.
• Operating section and discretionary section, and the amazing in-class activities.
• Actual To Date: Real numbers are net-populating activity.
• We are now starting to see, dig and say, this is what we planned, this is what we are doing, 

does this feel right?
• 200-300 items rolling up and equating to the $47,000 budget.
• Cash Balance: $91,691
• End of Year Projection: $70,120
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OPEN DISCUSSION on Auction
Questions on why such an expensive venue, maybe we could ton it back to more affordable or 
casual or do every other year.

Meeting Adjourned 9pm


